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To the RSGC Community:

A yearbook is much more than an archive. It is a tribute to a school year and
most importantly it celebrates the many facets of any institution. This edition
of the RSGC yearbook is clearly one of the most impressive publications of its

kind. When you peruse the pages you will be on a journey of discovery. You will
experience the energy, the magic, the emotions, and the spirit of RSGC. For me
personally, this particular issue will hold a special place within my heart. It is an
important memory. I will always reflect back on the amazing stories contributing
to my final year as Headmaster. I know the emotions will be strong but that is

exactly what a yearbook is supposed to bring.

Our resident editor Edmund Lee '05 continues his marvelous effort and Mr. Tom
Stevens, Director of Admissions has again provided most of the images. The
talent of these two individuals is quite frankly intimidating. I, together with the
entire RSGC community, am extremely grateful for their dedication.

Finally, let me acknowledge the vision of Ms. Emma Roche, Head of Community
Service and Student Opportunities. Emma has been the driving force behind our
yearbook for the past number of years and the results have been so impressive.
Thank you Edmund, Tom, and Emma. I will miss you all.

Time to end the formalities. Read on and enjoy. The 2007/08 year will become
alive allowing you to experience lasting and important memories.

Warmest wishes,

Hal Hannaford

Headmaster



MR. RICHARD HOLDSWORTH

May 26, 1950 — November 28. 2007
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Eulcgy for Richard Holdsworth's Memorial Service

December 5, 2007

Delivered at St. James Cathedral

Toronto

by Janet Somerville

_^ or the past ten years. Richard and

I I shared classrooms, birthdays,

-A- joy, complaints and heartache, but

above all we shared a consuming passion

for literature and music. It is my privilege to

be speaking about my colleague and friend

today at this memorial service to celebrate

his life.

When Deb invited ine to give you a glimpse

of the Richard I know. 1 knew I would

have to include a reference to Oscar Wilde,

THE aphoristic wit of the previous century,

because Richard thrilled to parrot lines

from The Imporlitnce of Being: Earnest in

any moment of any working day. He would

throw open the door of his classroom directly

across the hall from mine, lunge into my
room, exclaim non sequitur In a handbag?

as a Lady Bracknell to rival Judi Dench and

leap out, leaving me .smiling broadly and the

boys bemused, if not entirely perplexed.

Shortly after being diagnosed with

glioblastoma in April. Richard made a

conscious decision to live his certain death

with playfulness, graciousness and wit. If

anyone had the right to wallow in self-pity and

darkest melancholy, he did. But, remarkably,

Richard chose the light, determined to be an

exainple for Deborah and Alice and Heather,

the centre of his universe. They were all that

mattered to him and he would show them

thai although his luck in the cancer lottery

was unacceptably bad. that every waking

moment of this life is precious. He showed
this reverence in his courtesy for all that was
done for him by medical teams and by his

famil). Thank you was never far froin his

waking moments.

I made a promise to Richard early on that

I would stand by him and his beloved

Deborah, Alice and Heather beyond his end.

And, today, since you have no option but to

oblige ine. I want to share with you some

of the extraordinary moments with him in

recent months that lead us here. After all, as

Oscar Wilde insisted, the only thing worse

than being talked about is not being talked

about.

Never one to ignore an opportunity to speak

metaphorically. Richard soon envisioned the

spreading cancer as the gooey villain Pizza-

the-Hut in Spaceballs. amorphous priinordial

ooze with personality. In a waking dreain.

he had the top of his skull flipping open

painlessly and the evil body snatcher .scuttling

away like those "ragged claws'" in T.S. Eliot's

"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock."

Another morning Richard was preoccupied

with the firm notion of getting to the base

of Mt. Kilimanjaro to make the ascent, but

I tried to dissuade him from that pursuit by

suggesting that there was a current shortage

of sherpas to guide us up. He accepted that

response, and was off on another creative

discourse about Mayan turquoise, triggered

by the colour of the plastic line attached to

the light above his hospital bed.

As his disease progressed. Richard enjoyed

being read to. and I took a variety of books

along during my visits to his home or to his

hospital bed. One was Me and Orson Welles.

a channing little novel set in NYC in the

1930s, involving a 17-year-old Brooklynite

also named Richard who dreams of the

acting life and finds himself involved in the

production of Julius Caesar at the Mercury

Theatre under the garrulous and talented

twenty-something actor/director Welles. Our

Richard guffawed and chortled and eased

himself into sleep. When he finished his

kip we talked about the rainps he intended

to have built throughout Sunset House to

facilitate his mobility in the wheelchair or

with the walker on wheels, a sophisticated

set he was accustomed to designing as a

director of so many plays at RSGC. In fact,

convincing Hal to move out the pews and to

construct scaffolding in the chapel to turn

it into an arena for The York C\cle was his

most audacious gamble. Only he could pull

that off and involve alinost every boy in the

Junior and Senior schools in the process.

In recent w eeks. Richard became increasingly

muddled, though with his extraordinary

vocabulary he was able to access vast swaths

of information. I asked his advice about

visiting Paris and he helped me dream an

itinerary that includes: Le Select and Les

Deux Magots, cafes where Morley Callaghan

loitered to meet Ernest Heiningway and

Scott Fitzgerald in the 1920s; Shakespeare &
Co.. the bookstore owned by Sylvia Beech

who daringly published Joyce"s Ulysses:

Montmartre's Pere La Chaise cemetery

where it's de rigeur to smooch, lips ruby

red. Jacob Epstein"s stone designed to mark

Oscar Wilde's place and where he's in good

company with Jiin MoiTison. the legendary

front man of The Doors, Gertrude Stein

and Isadora Duncan. Ever the wit. Richard

quipped, "poor Isadora, she's not dancing

nearly half as well as she used to." His

imagination never failed him.

Because of the medication Richard was

taking, he had an astonishing ability to recall

dreams. Only two weeks ago he dreamed me

into an alternative life: "ianet. you realize

now that you have become a Himalayan

cat who owns a bookshop in Old Montreal

that stocks only the most auspicious French

titles. De Maupassant. Baudelaire. Francoise

Sagan. However, entre nous, the joke 's on

sou. because, malheureusement. you don't

speak a whit of French." One deep breath

and a sip of an Americano later, he slid easily

into contemplating T.S. Eliot's The Cocktail

Party and that old widow. Veuve Cliquot

which navigated us predictably to humming

a Cole Porter ditty in High Society.

.Ah well

I know

But thank you God for Veuve Cliquot

Have you heard: it's almost dawn'?

Mow the bubbly and pour the lawn

Well, did you evah?

What a swell part} this is

What a swell party Richard's life has been.

Many of you sitting here today will feel the

joy of having known him. The following

excerpt from the preface to William Saroyan's

beautiful phi) The Time of Vour Life is a

sentiment that reminds me of Richard:

In the time ofyour life, live—.so that

in that wondrous time you shall not

add to the misery and sorrow of the

world, but shall smile at the infinite

delight and mystery of it.

How grateful Richard was to know so many

of his friends and students sent their best

wishes, and how deeply he knew his love for

Deborah. Alice and Heather. To the very end

he pursued delight and mystery and laughter:

I miss him already. Before Richard slipped

away from speech last week. 1 thought you

might like to know, his last words were: "I'm

tra\elins."
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Speaker Series

A Focus on the Environmen

David Suzuki

Solutions ore in

Our Nature

Tim Flannery Geoff Green & Ray Zahab

Tfie Weathermakers: From the Antarctic Desert to the Sahara Desert

he History and Future

mpoct of Climate

Change

Jane Goodal

Gombe and Beyr
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BBQ & Ball Hockey

nvitational Golf Tournment
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Night Out in Toronto
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Grade 10 - First Nations
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Grade 10 - New Orleans - Habitat for Humanity
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Over March Break, twelve students and

two teachers travelled to South America,

climbed Machu Picchu, then help to

build a school in Huacona la Merced.

They learned about the challenges facing

indigenous communities in the Andes,

delivered school and health supplies

collected by the RSGC community ant

with the help of the grade 6 class an

many other students, families, and stal

was able to contribute over $47,000 t

help Free the Children continue the

work - children helping children throug

education.
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From June 1 3 to June 22, 2008, ten

RSGC students accompanied Dr.

Leatch and Lieutenant-Colonel Ed

Rayment, former Commanding

Officer of thie Queen's Own Rifles

of Canada, on a battlefields study

tour to France and Belgium.

After landing in Paris the group

travelled to Normandy to walk on

the beaches at which elements of

the 3rd Canadian Infantry Division

landed on June 6, 1944. Also

visited in this area were Pegasus

Bridge and other locations such as

Authie and Le Mesnil-Patry. On
our trip up the coast we stopped

at Dieppe before continuing on to

First World War sites in Belgium

and northern France. A wreath

was laid on behalf of RSGC at

the Menin Gate in Ypres and,

before an assembled audience of

approximately 1,000 people, Will

Barton played the Flowers of the

Forest on his bagpipes at the 8:00

pm Last Post ceremony.

It was a fantastic trip and everyone

learned a great deal about the role

that Canadians played in the two

World Wars,

The participants include: Dr.

Leatch, Will Barton, Chris Bass,

Jacob Bourque, James Dashwood,

Douglas Henderson, Mr. Jim

Henderson. Michael Hoad,
Adam Raponi, Nigel Schwartz,

Adam Raponi. Darrien Tu and

Adam Saunders (Liberty Tours

Representative).

battlefield Study Tour
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...Student
Writing

Not Words, But their Arrangement

by Gordon Bryant, Grade 12

The Formula

by Gordon Bryant, Grade 12

I try to write it all down

spill my problems on the page

hoping that the words, arranged

correctly will bring it back

But I can't seem to write what I think

And I can't seem to think what I feel

And I can't feel at all anymore

There once was a (person) from (place)

whose body part was (special case)

When (event) would occur

It caused (him or her)

To violate (law of time/space)
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Family History' Piece

By Theo Milosevic, Grade 1

1

Novi Sad, Yugoslavia, May 2, 1941

Cotnint! in(c) the city was a rare treat for

us, and now Zoran was screwing it up.

One year my elder, telling him what

to il ' would end with me bruised and him still

swiiiiniing in the Danuhe. so I patiently watched

my lothertake luxuriously slow strokes around

the river. We were under strict instructions

not I" leave this bench while our mother "did

busiMi -^s." however, the rules had already been

bro^ -M so I wandered olT the bench and over

to till' iilge 111 the river. Novi Sad was a sharp

cullNial and physical contrast to our home on the

farm. The wide rolling hills filled with livestock

and the (Hcasioiial farm replaced by street upon

street liik-d v\iili cafes, restaurants and the

occasional sladium. All this was built on the

bank of the Danube, and across from the great

fortress of Petrovaradin. Once the cause of mans

great battles, this fortress now existed only to

benelil llic cil> culturally w itii its rich histors and

arehiteciure. It was a lormidable structure, strong

walls, hidden buildings, and a strategic location

perched on top of a small cliff. It had been the

cause of Miiich bloodshed during the w ars of the

I7()(ls and I had heard rumours about the secrets

il hcM u iiliiii Its walls. ( Irand u l/ards. in\ mcible

warlords and great rulers were all lumoured to

live within the netw ork of undergrouiul passages

oM the grounds of this stronghold. Time seemed
to have little grip on this building as it had not

visibly aged since my first visit to Novi Sad. 12

years ago. when I was .^. It still looked battle

ready, a iheor) that might be put to the test in the

near future. Whisperings of a fascist juggernaut,

led by Hitler and Mussolini were starting to Ix-

realized. uncomlortabl\ close to home. Ilungar\

had recenih become \er\ pro-Cierman. and our

government looked poised to follow

.

"Zoran. what are \ou doing? Get out of there."

1 spun around to see mother leaving the small

shop, throttling a dead chicken by the neck w ith

an equally menacing look on her face. By the

tiine I turned around. Zoran was out of the water,

struggling with the loose fabric of his shirt.

"Boris come here and take this chicken. Tve

got to deal w ith \i)ur brother." M\ mother said,

thrusting the lifeless poultry in my direction.

She made use of both free hands, one on his ear.

one on his shirt, and told me to follow them to

the car. The ride back to Bogovina was followed

by a hearty dinner and the anticipation of inanx

more months on the farm until our next visit to

the city.

Novi Sad, Yugoslavia, April 13, 1941

Zoran glided through the dark water ahead of

me. clearing the mass of bodies out of our path.

Blue, lifeless taces of every age stared up at us

Irom their icy grave Gun shots could be heard

shattering glass, cracking off stone, ripping

through llesh. Bodies splashed into the water,

most dead, some sw imming for the fortress like

us. The second straight day of raiding had left us

partisans swimming to our last remaining place

to fight, and most of the citizens dead. I>ing in

the chilled water of the Danube. M\ brother

quickened his pace as the fortress began to loom

overhead. The density of bodies had thinned

out as we swam further from the shore but the

cold grip of the water was beginning to become

paral) zing. The air stank ofdeath and gunpowder.

.\ motor boat tlew past us and landed on the

shore of the fortress. We found ourselves in a

lot of company when we fmall> pulled ourselves

onto land, clothes dripping, stuck to our bodies.

It seemed the remaining resistance left in

Novi Sad had all decided to congregate at the

Petro\aradin fortress. We were quicklv handed

guns and followed the ragged and tired ann> up

into the buildincs. Once aaain mv brother led

the way. pushing bodies, this time alive, out of

our wa)' as we raced past old walls and chilled

grass. Once inside, we found a window to sit

by and catch our breath. Inside, the building

looked liked a dining hall w ith tables all lined up

in rows, and stone walls. Through the window,

the city shone brightly even though all the street

lights had been extinguished. Fires blazed,

illuminating the street, the occasional gim shot

providing perspective on the position of the Nazi

troops. 1 turned back to look at my brother. .A

tspical Slavic face, dark eyes, dark hair, strong

cheekbones which all now lookeil worn out anti

cut or brui.sed. It was only our second night since

we had snuck out of the fami to fight with our

friends in the city. The Germans had forced our

government into allying v\iih them a lew davs

ago under the threat of annexation. News spread

around the villages and the people who were

discontent with our new ally, my brother and

1 included, decided to rebel. And so we found

ourselves sitting on a concrete fioor, freezing,

and feeling surprisingly unsafe with our pistols.

I looked out across the river and saw a small

licet of boats crossing the river.

"They're coming across, get ready!" My yell

sparked a furs of interest in our w indow.

"Let's leave, they're going to kill everyone here"

Zoran urged. 1 followed him out the door as we

raced iidand to the road, leaving our fellow

soldiers in the doomed fortress.

"Zoran. Boris, move! " A familiar voice shouted

from behind us. Instead of listening to the advice

we both turned to see the advisor. 1 heard a

scream from beside me and 1 felt Zoran 's head

crack against m> shoulder on its downward fall

to the ground. 1 didn't bother turning around to

see the fate awaiting me.

Novi Sad, Yugoslavia, August 10, 1946

Sun shimmered over the water, highlighting

the garbage and other debris making their was

downstream. The fortress abo\e me showed

signs of the battle fought there 4 years ago.

Walls crumbled, windows shattered, blood

stained stairs. 1 never actuall\ saw an\ of the

battle taking place. b\ the time il started I was In

the back of a German truck heailing tor I'.O.W.

camp }2}. Gross Born with m\ dead brother

slumped on the ground a lew feet away. The trip

to the camp was mysters filled w ith confusion,

screaming German mixed wiili the screams of

innocent men and women. I was Jammcel in a

train car with a collection of luislern I'liropcans

luilil I arrived al m\ homo lor the nc\l lew

years. The years spent at this camp weren't

horrible. Sun-ilrenched ilays spent al the fool of

mountains in the Khineland. The guarils were

nice enough, food was good and there was only

relaxing to be done. 1 lowever, soon the stories of

other camps and worse scenarios began to make

us afraid aiul reckless. I had made friends al the

camp, and we ilecideil to esca|ie. Three failed

plans later and I was the oidy one of my frieiuls

leli. I spent the rest of my days alone, wailing

to be rescued. When the rescue finally came, I

wasn't ready. My family had been killed during

the invasion, my friends had been killed al llie

camp and my farm had been auctioned off by the

Nazis. Now I was back at the Danube, waiting

for a cab with my luggage. The cab was to take

me to the train station which would take me to

a ferry leading to North America. A continent

with new possibilities. All I had lo do was wail

for the cab.
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Family History Piece

By Philip Homer, Grade 1

1

My
mom is a mixed child from South

Korea. Her mom was Korean and

her father was while. The half

Korean children were often looked down upon.

seen as inferior in their culture, so her mother

abandoned her at an early age. So for most of

her life she lived in a run-down orphanage in the

jungle, until she was adopted as a seven year old

to America.

My grandparents. Bob and Kathryn Weir, were

on a vacation in Korea. It was more a trip where

my grandpa was helping parts of the military,

as he had already helped to train doctors in

America that were going overseas in World War

II. My grandmother was a really caring person.

When she would be in a major city in the States.

she would go to a bank, get $100 in $1 bills and

give one bill to any homeless person she would

walk past. So when she saw an orphanage along

their trip, she convinced my grandpa just to visit.

Outside there were pictures of kids standing

holding up little chalk boards with a number on

them. My grandma saw my mom"s picture and

asked to see her.

My mom was grabbed by the caretaker and

brought out to see my grandparents. My
grandparents played with this little stranger for

the ne.xt hour, and then they had to continue

their tour. So my mom went back to her friends

in the orphanage. My grandparents finished

their tour of Korea and returned to Bloomfield

Hills. Michigan, about a twenty minute drive

northwest of Detroit.

While in Korea, my grandmother had signed up

for a monthly newsletter from the orphanage

firm that they saw my mom at. So she got her

monthly newsletter, but nothing really grabbed

her interest. That is until four months after her

trip to Korea, she got the newsletter that had iny

mom's picture holding the chalk board with the

number on it. and became motivated to adopt

my mom. It wasn't like she couldn't have kids

of her own. she already had had my Aunt Mary

and Uncle Dick, but they were already done

high school and into university, so she was

often alone when my grandpa would go out on

business trips.

It took a couple of days, but she finally

convinced him that it was a good idea to adopt

this girl and get her out of poverty. Her main

selling point was that these kids often have to

resort to stealing and looking through garbage

to get anything at all. and that was not a proper

childhood for anyone, in Korea or America. So

they filed the adoption papers with the agency

and were told that they would be able to pick her

up at Chicago-O'Hare airport in 2 weeks time.

When my mom found out that she had been

picked for adoption she was ecstatic. She was

jumping for joy and running circles around the

orphanage. Twelve days later, a representative

from the orphanage agency in America came and

picked up my mom to take her to the airport in

Seoul. They boarded a plane going to Sydney.

From there they made their connecting flight

to Honolulu, and from there Los Angeles. My
mom was overwhelmed by all of the food and

amenities offered on the flights. She had eaten

so much, that after all of her 14+ hours of flight

and all of that free food, as she was exiting the

plane, she threw up all over an albino Korean

boy in the front row.

After getting cleaned up in the aiiport washroom,

she got on her final flight from Los Angeles to

Chicago. When she got to Chicago and was told

that my grandparents were her new family she

ran and gave them the biggest hug that she could.

They drove from Chicago back to Bloomfield

Hills that afternoon.

Not everything went smoothly for her. mostly

because she didn't know how to speak English.

She had trouble communicating with her ne

parents. She often had to point to things so th t

my grandparents knew what she wanted. S

also was behind in education. Since she h '

never been to school, she had to start in gra

one even though she was the age of most th

graders. This meant she was much bigger th

her classmates, but more importantly look a

spoke differently. This is also during the e;i

70' s, so the Civil Rights Movement was ^

fresh. Despite all of that, she eventually gain

a solid grasp on the language and even mad

bunch of friends that she keeps in touch witli

this day.

She went to Pine Manor College, a pri\

all girls' college in Boston, and met my c

there while he was at the Harvard Law Schc'

They continued to date until September 19

when they got manned at the local church

Bloomfield Hills.

My mom would not be here today if it had r

been for the loving and generous heart of i

grandma, and for that I am truly thankful.
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Family History Piece - A Walk in the Park

By Oliver Boright, Grade 11

I

-.as the summer of 1946 and my

idmother Lalh was excited for another

liner at Tjnhead. the name they gave

the iK cottage. Lallj's grandfather built it

noi ;: before, and she could not wait to get

up e. As she watched the scenery pass by

thr ;li the car window, she thought about

sw I ;iing in the lake, making bonfires, jumping

oft '. .iihedral. which was the name they gave the

clift on the other side of the lake. Life at the

cott.ige was so simple, and she could not wait

to get there. They had just gotten off highway

60 and were on the dirt road leading to the lake.

Once there, they would have to pack up the

canoes and paddle down the lake to Tynhead.

which was located about an hour away by canoe

on the island they called Third. There were two

other islands that were named after the daughters

of the man who owned the lake before it became

part of Algonquin provincial park.

Lally woke up early that morning, the sun was

shining and she could smell the bacon coming

from the kitchen. Her parents were already up;

her father was cooking while her mother was

reading by the window. After breakfast. Lally

went outside to read until lunch. Life at the

cottage wasn't very e.xciting but Lally loved it

because it was so relaxing and she could lose

track of days. Approaching dinner time. Lally

was asked to collect firewood, she was warned

b>' her father to be careful because the park

ranger told him that there had been reports from

campers about a three-legged bear that was

roaming the campsites. Lally wasn't afraid; they

were on an island in the middle of the lake so the

chances a three-legged bear could swim across

were slim.

Lally walked down the narrow path behind the

cottage into the forest, the light was just barely

getting in through the leaves and there was a cold

breeze that made Lally run back and grab her

sweater. When Lally returned to the woods and

started splitting wood she heard crackling of the

forest floor coming from nearby. Remembering

her father's warning she froze and listened

for any sudden sounds. Lally could make out

rustling from a bush a couple of meters ahead

of her. She thought it too small to be a bear. so.

with her axe in hand she slowly approached the

bush and as she got closer a wolf jumped out

with a dead rat in its mouth. After seeing the

wolf she realized that it wasn't a wolf at all but

Uncle Mike's husky Rusty, which was known

for wandering the island. Relieved that she was

in no danger, Lally returned to chopping wood,

glad that she now had a companion.

After several trips back to Tynhead with her

wheelbarrow full of wood. Lally was getting

tired she only had one more trip to do before

she could get back and enjoy her book until

dinner was ready to eat. Rusty was still keeping

her company and she was glad of it the young

dog was full of energy and kept her occupied.

However. Lally was really looking forward to

getting back inside, it was getting late and the

light was getting to be non-existent. Lally wasn't

scared of much but one thing that really got to

her was the dark. She had a wild imagination

and it would go crazy without any light. Filling

up the wheelbarrow didn't take long but as soon

as it was filled and Lally was ready to head back

inside she heard growling from nearby, it was

Rusty, he was in attack position looking off at

something that Lally couldn't make out in the

approaching darkness. All of a sudden as the

thing came closer it growled and Lally could

make out a huge grizzly that was missing a leg.

At that moment, she dropped everything and

ran as fast down the path towards her cottage. It

was about a 15-minute walk back to the cottage.

Lally could hear Rusty stopped barking; she

didn't know what had happened to him. worried,

she stopped running and turned around worried

for her friend. Right then. Rusty came jumping

over a log and passed her. running off the path

and into the woods probably heading back to

Uncle Mike's cottage on the other side of the

island. The grizzly was now running straight for

Lally. She had to think quickly. Lally looked

around and saw a tree with low thick branches

so she dashed over and started climbing up.

Lally climbed all the way to the top of the tree.

The grizzly was unable to climb up due to its

disability so it circled around the tree and waited

for Lally to come down. Lally was terrified, the

bear was non-stop growling and she was too far

from the cottage to be heard.

Lall) thought she was going to have to wait in

the tree all night long but then she could make

out her dad and Rusty running up the path. Her

dad was carrying his twelve-gage shotgun. Rusty

was barking at the bear that didn't seem to back

down until Lally's father shot a hole the size of

a bucket into a near by tree (at least that's what

she tells me). All the birds seemed to instantly

fly off after the loud noise. The grizzly looked

straight at Lally's father and turned around to

walk away. It seems the loud noise was able to

make the grizzly back down and leave. Lally

was able to get down from the tree and hug her

father and Rusty who had come back w ith help.

The summer had just started and Lally had been

almost attacked by a bear. She could not w ait to

get to bed and start over tomorrow.
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Drivers Wanted

by Jordan Hyde, Grade 12

Picture This

by Christian Mathews-Gagne, Grade 12

The key

slides flawless

steel on Steel

twisting,

clicking,

igniting,

lights lift

engine roars

Volkswagen

Well-dressed people,

Walking down the alleyways

You're stuck in the middle.

No idea w here to be

Can't take this road.

The sign says one way

Better make up your mind, son.

Something's coming you won't see

Doors are slamming in your face.

Don't tick off the ministry, eh?

Three, two, one

Now what would you like to be?
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Toronto Transit Commission

Redigepar Thomas Pepper

Comme toujours, les fautes dans le monde

sont a cause de I'argent. Toronto, la

plus grande ville au Canada, est aussi

la ville la plus endettee en Amerique du Nord.

Ces demieres annees, Toronto a perdu beaucoup

d'argent parce que le gouvemement d'Ontario a

refuse de payer pour les programmes sociaux a

Toronto. Toronto est la seule viUe qui doit payer

pour ses programmes sociaux et pour ses services

de transport public en Amerique du Nord. L'annee

prochaine, Toronto devra augmenter ses taxes de

propriete, et le prix des billets et des Metropass

pour le TTC. La ville doit aussi supprimer les

programmes sociaux comme les Ugnes de bus

et la restauration des stations du TTC. Dans cet

article, nous allons chercher si les augmentations

sont justes.

Premierement, est-ce qu'on a vraiment un

probleme ? Mile Bayle, notre prof de frangais,

a dit que quand eUe est arrivee a Toronto, elle a

pense que le TTC etait neuf et impressionnant.

Mais, en reaUte, quelques stations sont delabrees,

le TTC a besoin de nouveaux tramways, quelques

nouveUes stations, et de nouvelles routes

pour aider 1'augmentation de la population de

Toronto.

Un des programmes en danger est le programme

de refection et de renovation des stations.

Maintenant, les stations Pape, St. Clair Quest,

Yonge, Dufferin, Islington, Victoria Park, et

Kipling sont concemees. Le TTC veut ameUorer

la lumiere, les murs et les gares, et I'enviroimient.

n aussi veut utiliser 1 'art pour nettoyer les stations.

Par exemple, dans la station Museum, il veut

utiliser des colonnes qui ont Fair de sarcophages.

Mais, a cause des coupes dans le budget, ce

programme est en danger d'etre supprime.

L'annee prochaine le TTC affrontera une

coupe dans le budget d'environ 100 millions.

Maintenant, leur seule reponse a ce probleme est

d'augmenter les prix et de couper leur service.

Nous, en tant que clients du TTC, voulons

savoir si ces reponses sont les seules reponses.

Dans nos discussions au debut de chaque classe,

on a decide que le TTC devait augmenter ses

prix parce que les gouvemements provincial

et federal ne vont rien faire pour aider la plus

grande vLUe du Canada. Mais, dans un sondage

du Toronto Star, les gens de Toronto disent que

les augmentations ne sont pas justes parce que le

TTC peut reduire les salaires des employes du

TTC et qu'il peut couper les lignes et les services

qui ne sont pas utilises souvent comme la Ugne

Sheppard. Malheureusement, on a discute de

cette possibUite dans nos classes et Ton a trouve

qu'il y a toujours des personnes qui prennent

ces lignes et qui utilisent ces services. C'est

impossible de satisfaire tout le monde.

Alors, ce n'est pas grande chose si on doit

payer seulement $0.25 en plus. C'est une petite

augmentation que tout le monde peut payer.

C'est necessatre parce que si 1'augmentation n'a

pas lieu, le TTC devra couper encore les lignes,

les services et les programmes. Si tu n'aimes pas

I'augmentation, parle a ton MPP et MP et dis-lui

que c'est seulement avec leur aide que le TTC
peut reduire leur prix et augmenter ses services

et programmes !
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The Orphanage

by Jordan Hyde, Grade 12

A trip in a place far far away.

the orphan sitting on my knee,

bloated and literally starving.

he fidgets,

waiting for an angel to come and save him

from this fight for his life
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Authors
Dennis Bock. Wayson Choy.

Joe Fiorito. Catherine Gildiner,

Joe Kertes, Roy MacGregor.

Louise Penny, and Writer-in-

Electronic Residence Michael

Helm and Andrew Pyper
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BallHoc
Choice; Mike Hastings, Charlie Deacon. Ross GoliJint]. W ill Badger, Sean Robinson, Tom Stevens. Richard Legresley. Geordie Lounsbery. Michael Dawson. Chas Beany, Connor Ne\ e. JD Murray

Roughnecks: Adam Bums. Javraj Dhaliwahl. Geo) I Sc|tiili|). Mark AmniLiidolia. Alex Woolaver. Charlie Bums. Andrew Lahody nskyj. Cam Pctriw. Michael Clayton. James Reble, Owen Evans

Hiltnen: GoolT Martin. Li.i\ id Lilleyman. Fr.ink Martin. Dave Miller. ( hi is D'.-\rcy. Cllris .lackson, Robert McEwcn. Mat! Chonir. Gary Purkls. lames Gagne. Mark Kryshtalskyj. Mas Inuram

Steamers: Stephen Saunders, Jake Rosenberg. Mike Masotti. Mason D .^rcy. Stephen Tang, Andrew McKinnnn. Jeff Enfield. Dave Fitzpalrick. Andrew Harris. Osa Campbell. Chris Rhind. Rylie Cook
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lock C
Doug Ross, Tim Connell, Juhan Kim, Ian Cook, Demna Itamunoala. Jacic Gettings. James Fleetham, Gareth Ryan. Ca

Alonso, Thomas Misztela, Oliver Crighton, Thomas Hull, Tim Lee, Angus MacDonald, Andrew Savory, Matthew Muncastt

Andrew Lawson, David Munro, Reuben Sagman, Kyle Kim, Jack Gross. Graham Muncaster, Alex Musgrove, Thomas Peppe
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Robotics

"i'Jl

Reuben Sagman.

Juhan Kim, Andrew

McConnell, David

Chadwicic, Daniel Gold

Bersani, Oliver Blake,

Mike Mallin
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Under 1 5 Soccer

James Crompton, Kevin Mclfferty.

John Dashwood. Reid Keller.

William Phillips, Luca Sedran,

Graham Muncasler. Logan

Semple. Andrew Irwin. Matt

Darcy, Ben Mason. Carter Sopik.

Fraser Bruce, Noah Stanton. John

Strauss. Cameron Beatty. Arshia

Ha-Davoudi. Kaiden Bogler. Evan

Greene. Adrian Steen. McKenzie

Rich. Nick Perry; Coaches: Mr.

Marc Fowler, Ms. Sanaz Ghoreshy.

Mr. Myles Vivares

Senior Soccer

Thoinas Pepper, Derek

Mollenauer, Leo Hicks,

Mike Diplock, Geoff

Martin. Conor Gordon.

Mike Dawson. Chas Beatt>

.

Mark Ammendolia, Alex

Marks, Tiago Vieira. Stratton

Townley. Matt Bunston.

Carson White. Theo

Milosevic. James Knowles.

Liam Brown. Geoff Osborne.

Nikita Lukashov; Coach: Mr.

Adrian Thombury
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Under 16 VoUeyball

Colin White-D'Azur. Duncan

Brown. Ian Malcolm, Charlie

Anderson. Charles Lailey.

James Reble. Michael Greey,

Conor Farrow. Peter Ng. Ben

Kerr. Andrew Bollefer. Nick

D'Alessandro, Slater Nowers;

Coaches: Mr. Glen Algarvio,

Mr, Don Schroder

Senior Volleyball

Chris Black. James

Boyle. Rob Charter.

Tyler Day, Paolo Griffin.

Michael Hastings.

David Holman, Graeme

Knowles, Ian Pinnington,

Ed Younger: Coach: Mr.

James Lee
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Cross Country

Badali, Michael. Betchetman. Steve, Bowlby, Matt, Burger,

Chuck. Caldwell. Julian. Campbell. Kiyo. Clokie. Braden,

Hucal. Peter. Irwin. Andrew. Johnson, Doug. Keilty. Jack.

Khatter. Lakshay, Lapschies. Ryan. Livesley-James. Courtland,

Mathers. Colin. McDonald. Greg. Pepper. Jonathan. Ratcliffe.

Jaines. Lee. Brendan; Coaches: Mr. Dave Fitzpatrick. Mr. Jeff

Enfield. Dr. Christopher Newton
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Robert McEwen. Jeffrey Leavitt.

David Cochrane, David Bell.

Chuck Burger. Oliver Boright.

Steuart Lavverence. David

Hohnan, John Strauss. Ryan

Connacher. Angus MacDonald

John Mason. Jordan Hyde. Doug

Henderson. Thomas Moore,

Elliot Boake, Andrew Burt,

Charles Lailey, Cha.s Beatty,

Alex Schwass. Jeffrey Sisam.

Alex Cooper; Coaches: Ms. Jul

Girvan. Ms. Ashleigh Glenhill



Under 16 Basketball

Mike Diplock. Nick

Medline, Wilson

Watennan, Logan

Seniple. Chris Cardy. Sam

Reznick, Mackenzie Rid

Stewart Roulston. Colni

White-Dzuro. Alexand^ i

Carey. Conor Farrow.

Brian MacNicol. Jack

Muiphy, Alex Musgro\c.

Jaipal Singh. Bradle\

Shafran. Matt Bowlby;

Coach: Sean Loucks

Senior Basketball

Ian Pinnington. Eddie

Younger. Jaines Sopik.

Christian Gagne. Steven

Betcherman, Rob Charter.

Ryan Bronfman. Louis

Floras. Dan Krawczyk.

Alex Antunes. Matt

Pang, Peter Butler. Geoff

Osboume; Coaches: Mr.

Peter Sarellas. Mr. Nick

Van Herk
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Golf

Seniors: Michael Hastings, Michael Masotti, Andrew McMullen,

Charlie Deacon. Geordie Lounsbery, Michael Hamel, David

McCarthy, David Munro, Adrian Tkach, Charlie Bums; Juniors:

Brandon Jones, Nic D'Alessandro, Blake Meiklejohn, J.D.

Murray, Dave Luder, Alex Kim, Julian Caldwell: Coaches: Mr.

Don Schroder, Mr. Mark Ackley

Track & Field

Sam Reznick, Andrew Irwin, Braden Clokie, AJ Buchanan,

Michael Latifi, Greg McDonald, Arshia Hyat Davoudi, Lakshay

Khatter, Stewart Roulston, Daniel Gold Bersani, Courtland

Livesly James, Derek Mollenhauer, Peter Hucal, Leo Hicks,

Peter Ng, Kiyo Campbell, Adam Penn, Charles Lailey, Wilson

Waterman, Spencer Vibert, Erik Snucins, Fraser Itamunaola,

Coaches: Ms. Katherine Harris, Ms. Kirsten Uhre, and Jonathon

Ennis
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Under 16 Rugby

Spencer Barton. Chas Beatty, Cameron

Beatty. Tristan Bogler. Duncan

A.Brow n. Fraser Bruce. Andrew Burt.

Aaaron CaiT. Chris Compare) . R\lie

Cook. Michael Diplock. Sam Dyson.

Denis Evans. Owen Evans. Conor

Farrow. Michael Greey, William

Guest. Benjainin Kerr. Ross Loewen.

Angus Macdonald. Alex Mark^.

Jack Murphy. Connor Neve. Slater

Nowers. Connor O'heam. Jonathan

Pepper. Alex Schwass. Logan Semple.

Carter Sopik. Kenn\ Taylor. Jackie

^'ao; Coaches: Dr. James Leatch. Mr.

Morris Reid, Mr. Keith Farrar

Senior Rugby

Ian Pinnington. Brian Johnson.

Alexis Nigro. Oliver Deguere. Colin

McNichol. Jacob Bourge. Chris

Hanimill. Jaines Dashwood. Doug

Henderson. Geoff Osborne, John

Mason. James Sopik. Elliot Byrne.

Kevin Marthinsen. Thomas Pepper.

Anthony Gasparini. Stratty Townley.

Carson White. Matt Bunsion. Conor
Gordon. Max Morrows, B Pace. Matt

Semple. Elliott Boake. Chris Black.

Ed Younger; Coaches: Mr. Peter

Sarellas. Mr. James Donnelly
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Baseball

Steve Betcherman, Michael

Sherman, Zack Burashko,

Mike Malhn. Matt Rider.

Theo Milosevic, Dan

Geneen, Robbie Charter,

Thomas Moore, Ben

Mason, Liam Brown, Mark

Ammendolia, Nick Medline.

Tyler Day, Colin Stitt;

Coaches; Dr. Christopher

Newton, Mr. Dave Rankin,

Cathie Gryfe-Seeley

Mountain Biking

Matthew Azevedo,

Hunter Hauswirth,

James Fleetham,

Gareth Ryan , John

Strauss; Coach: Mr.

Dave Fitzpatrick
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SFNIOR ADMINISTRATION
Hal Hannaford

Headmaster

Andrew Whiteley

Assistant Headmaster

Paul O'Leary

Head ofSr. School

Catherine Kirkland

Head ofJr. School

Mark Ackley

Director ofAthletii
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Jacquie Baby

Jr. School

Administrator

John Birkett

Arcliivist

Christine Buchanan

Manager, Dragon 's

Lair Shoppe

,
CANADIAN

Elden Fulton

Logistics Officer

ORT STAFF
Sean Loucks

After Care Programme

Toni Nosw(

Admissions A

Sheny Fitzpatnck Jeanne Comeau

Ketchum Hall Food Services

Staff Manager

Sally DeU
Ketchum Hall

Staff

Carol Jones

Ketchum Hall

Staff PARENT'S GLmn

Josee Hammill, Joanna

Slone, Wanda Ho, Louise ',

Hucal, Barbe Johnson,

Flora Yee, Jennifer

Knowles , Tiffany Irwin,

Eileen Farrow, Louise

Hucal, Lori Monteith,

Catherine Moore, Erin

Coffey, Shane Crompton,

Laura Krawczyk, Judy

Pace, Wanda Ho, Patti 1

Sifton-Munro, Ruth Keilty,

Nancy McConnell, Tanya

Luder, Terri Cunningham,

Victoria Switzman, Aslog

Wooding, Lynn Factor.

Dyane Legge, Wendy

Bunston
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; Dianna Ryan

Jr. School

Administrator

Ailee Rouse

Advancement &
Alumni Officer

Sandra Skinner

Bursar

Scott Pollock

Dale 's Assistant

Dale Hume
Custodian

Richard Bubb

Stiift Manager

Kevin Trombley

Plant Manager
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KOARD OF GOVERNORS
Rober Keilty, David Mather, Stephen Beatty, Brad Crompton, Shelly Haber, Sheldon Inwentash. Gary

Sing, Andrew von Teichman. Guy Burry, Lnda Deshinan, Wanda Ho, Florence Minz, Wayne Squibb,

Tye Burt, Tye Farrow, Steve Hucal, Bradley Sherman, Kevin Stanton

h\iculi\ it Staff
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Janet Stephenson

Jr. School

Curriculum Support

Laura McPhedran

/r. School

Curriculum Support

rr

Nadya Habib

Grade 3 Teacher

n.m

Anna Magor

Grade 4 Teacher

Jay Kearsey

Grade 5 Teacher
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Simon Cain

IT Support
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STUDENT SUPPORT

David Donkin

Chaplain &
Religious Studies

John Hodgins

Chaplain &
Religious Studies

Andrea Kaye

Social Worker

Sandra Lanigan

Learning Strategies

Coordinator

^S^

Emma Roche

Community Service &
Global Education
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HYSICAI FD NATION
John Evans
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Jennifer Bonetta

Jr. School French

Elise Bayle

Sr. School French

Ashleigh Gledhill

Sr. School French

Mardi Michels

Jr. School French

/*

Cathie Gryfe-Seeley

5;". School Spunish

VISUAL AR
Emilie Toguri

Jr. School Art

Myles Vivares

Sr School Art
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Dave Fitzpatrick

English

^
^Vi^

Kirsten Younge

English

W1
I
3^

DRAMA
Evelyn Miller

English & Drama,

Head of the English

Department

Christopher Newton

Head of the Drama

Department

Janet Somerville

English. Bereavement

Counsellor

mia

Gary Martin

Head of the

Department

Tom Wade West

Jr. & Sr School Band
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AWi he best teachers teach from

"he heart, not from the book.

Author Unknown
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'The blues tells a story. Every line

of the blues has a meaning.''

.ohn Lee Hooker
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STUDENTS
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^rade thre

Sam Boughn

Liam Byrne

Gilbert Chien

Will Graham
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Broughan March

Everett Redfem in
Absent:

Jeffrey Hugessen

Aiden Tumbull
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Justin Choi

Harrison Crooks

Andrew Dime

Geoffrey Hodges

Aidan McCarthy

Andrew Mills

grade four

John Neenan

Nicholas Ramsubick

Griffin Renzoni

Andrew Sarachman

Spencer Therrien

1-

Absent;

Colton Smith

David Vassos

Nicholas Webster

Marshall Woodside



grade fiv<»

George Harder

Gregory Bateman

Ata Ettehadieh

Zac Harrison

Evan Hickey

Thomas Hillyer

Sebastian Holt

Townsend Jackson

Andrew Kim

Tommy Kirby

Christopher Kitchen

Anthony Lisi ilk
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Spencer Anderson

Adam Aucoin

Emmett Barker

Alec Bernhard

Matthew Clark

Thaddeus Crooks
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grade sev<

Justin Arbesman

Nicholas Balan

Evan Brown

Gordon Bruce

Iain Bryant

Alex Cleveland
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Cameron Fong

Stephen Greene

Joe Hall

Luke Hoover

Nicholas Jackson Chornenki

Matthew Kruk

Michael Kryshtalskyj

Noah Luder

Cole Sopik

Jonathan Squibb

Stuart Sylvester

Thomas Trusler
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Nicholas Amtsen

Michael Baldanza

Francis Blair

Connor Browne

Isaac Chien

Graham Davies
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James Durham

Julian Geneen

Kit Green Sanderson

Michael Holman

Jakson Inwentash

Andrew Krausz
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Absent:

Mao Yamanaka

^

Matthew Black

Joshua Blake

James Bray

Sam Caldarone

Duncan Clokie

James Crompton

V

grade eight
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'\^ Cameron Alonso

Charlie Anderson

Spencer Barton
r^i

grade nine*
Cameron Beatty

Kaiden Bogler

Matthew Bowlby
iV

John Ross Briggs



Evan Green

Jack Gross

William Guest

Hunter Hauswirth

Arshia Hayat Davaoudi

Thomas Hull

Andrew Irwin

Denma Itamunoala

Lakshay Khatter

JuHan Kim

Kyle Kim

Ryan Lapschies

Michael Latifi

Timothy Lee

Ross Loewen

Angus MacDonald

Brian MacNicol

Ian Malcolm

Joselito Maldonado

Ben Mason

Colin Mathers

Andrew McConnell

Greg McDonald

Nick Medline

Andrew Mok

Sam Morse

Graham Muncaster

Alex Musgrove

Andrew Nullmeyer

Nicholas Perry



James Ratcliffe

Samuel Reznick

Mackenzie Rich

Michael Richmond

Douglas Ross

Stewart Roulston

Gareth Ryan

Reuben Sagman
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^ grade ten

Kourosh Adeli

Patrick Allen

Robert Bamett-Kemper

Chas Beatty

Tristan Bogler

Andrew Bollefer

Will Bryant

Andrew Burt

Julian Caldwell

Kiyo Campbell

Chris Cardy

Alexander Carey

Aaron Carr

Rudro Chakrabarti

Louis Chiu

Ireland Comery

Christopher Coinparey

Callan Convery

Rylie Cook

Colton Creber

Nicholas D'Alessandro

Michael Dawson

Michael Diplock

Sam Dyson
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Owen Evans

Conor Farrow

Alexander Ferguson

Cooper Gluek

Morgan Grace

Michael Greey

Leo Hicks

Matthew Hodder

Hutch Hoffman

Peter Hucal

William Hunter

Ernest lakovlev

Max Ingram

Brandon Jones

Jack Keilty

Stefan Kepinski

Benjamin Ken-

Alexander Kim

Mark Kryshtalskyj

Charles Lailey

Richard LeGresley

Court Livesley-James

David Luder

Evan Luke

Alexander Marks

Jeffrey McCain

Blake Meiklejohn

Jack Moffat

Derek MoUenhauer

Jack Murphy



J.D. Murray

Alexander Naime

Connor Neve

Peter Ng

Slater Nowers

Connor O'Hearn

Adam Penn

Jonathan Pepper

David Perl

f%
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James Reble

Saunder Ritchie

Alex Sawiak

William Sharpe

' c_

Jaipal Singh

Kenny Taylor

Tiago Vieira

Wilson Waterman

Alen Worsoff

Jacky Yao

Absent:

Bradley Shafran
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Fraser Itamunoala

Oliver Jones

Elliot Joseph Wilson

Aman Kiqpalani

Daniel Krawczyk

James Kruk

Steuart Lawrence

Brendon Lee

Geordie Lounsbery

Fraser Macdonald

David McCarthy

Theodore Milosevic

Mark Mitchell

Maksym Moros

Liam Morrow

Rothman Ng

BPace

Adam Raponi

Jake Rosenberg

Jeffrey Russell

Alexander Samworth

Nigel Schwartz

Matthew Semple

Erik Snucins

Stratton Townley

Corey Trinetti

Severin Tsuji

Darrien Tu

Spencer Vibert

Matthew Weldon



Carson White

Eric Wiercinski

Sam Wrigiit ^'
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Matthew Azevedo

I'd like to thank my mom, dad and sister for providing

enormous amounts of support, knowledge, transportation,

fun memories, money for tuition, advice and good food.

I'd also like to thank all of my teachers. A special thank

you to Mr. Darvasi (for instilling in me a work ethic), Ms.

Somerville (for providing inspiration and enthusiasm that

made every class fun), Mr. Stevens (for providing one of

the best classes I've ever taken, a few good photos, and

many more good laughs), Ms. Baby and Ms. Nosworthy

(for putting up with me!), Mr. Sarellas (for helping me
achieve my goals), Mr. Martin (for constantly pushing me
to be better). Dale (for many laughs) and finally Mr. D"Arcy

(for making me think and for providing truly inspiring ideas

and advice).

"A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell where his

influence stops."

- Henry Adams

Thank you to all my friends—both at RSGC and other

schools. 1 wouldn't have made it to the end without vou

Michael Badali

It seems like only yesterday that I began my journey at

RSGC. I cannot believe how quickly the past nine years

here have passed! I am grateful to a number of people for a

variety of reasons. To the teachers, coaches and all the staff

at RSGC: thank you for your guidance and dedication to

me. 1 couldn't have done this without you. To my parents:

I could never have achieved success without the love and

support you have provided. Finally, to RSGC: thank you

for the memories! Thank you for soccer trips to Winnipeg,

basketball trips to Montreal and Vancouver, a choir tour in

England, and all the times in between.

iddie Beqaj

The past 9 years of my life have been the best. From sports

teams to leadership roles to academics, RSGC has been the

perfect fit. 1 would never had the chance to go to RSGC
without the support of my family and friends. Mom, 10

hockey seasons later. I couldn't have done it without the

support from you. Dad, thanks for all the life lessons you

teach me each day. Jen, you're the best step mom ever.

Emma and Nora, thanks for supporting me in everything I

do. Jack, Sam and Sarah, you guys are the best! Nicky, my
grade 12 year wouldn't have been the same without you, I

love you. The teachers are the people that got me through

high school, but without Ms. Wagar, I would be lost.

Thanks Mam'. Finally to you guys, the grads of 08'. The

past 4 years together have been a blast and the friendships

we've made will last a lifetime.

"You miss 100% of the shots you don't take" - Wayne

Gretzkv

"We are all bom originals. Why is it so many of us die

copies?"

- Edward Young

"No snowflake in an avalanche ever feels responsible."

- George Burns

Thanks for the memories.

The (icoi"iun



Steven Betcherman Hunter Blair Oliver BW

I have had four great years at RSGC. I would like to thank

my parents for giving me the opportunity to attend such

a great school. Thanks to all of my teachers over these

years. You have all been great and have helped me learn so

much here. Also, thank you to all of my coaches over the

years. Athletics at RSGC have helped me develop both as

an athlete and a person. Thanks especially to Mr. Lee. You

have helped me not only in baseball, but in all aspects of my
life. To all of my classmates, especially my close friends, it

has been a pleasure to spend four years of my life with you.

I w ish everyone best of luck in the future. Stay hot.

"Day after day.

Alone on a hill.

The man with the foolish grin is keeping perfectly still

But nobody wants to know him.

They can see that he's just a fool.

And he never gives an answer.

But the fool on the hill.

Sees the sun going down.

And the eyes in his head.

See the world spinning "round.

Well on the way.

Head in a cloud.

The man of a thousand voices talking perfectly loud

But nobody ever hears him.

Or the sound he appears to make.

And he never seems to notice.

But the fool on the hill.

Sees the sun going down.

And the eyes in his head.

See the world spinning 'round.

And nobod)' seems to like him.

They can tell what he wants to do.

And he never shows his feelings.

David Bell

May the wind always be at your backs, my friends.



Marc Blouin

I'm not one for mediocre experiences, and I'm not trying

to make an infomercial for happiness. Would anyone buy

happiness, if they could? Could they live with themselves

knowing that they had to pay for what comes free to others?

That sounds like a scam if you ask me. It's hard to give four

years of your life to anyone, harder still to squeeze them

into 250 words, but that's what's been allotted so I'll do

my best.

This is utterly surreal.

I've learned that life, when condensed to its most

concentrated form, is merely a series of gains and losses. A
chart graphing the highs and lows, like the price of a stock.

I have lost and gained much during the past Olympiad.

Since the torch passed from the Goddess of Wisdom to the

Forbidden City I've experienced what it's like to be alive.

I've seen it all, sometimes many things at once, like a gaudy
float in a parade of joy and sorrow. I've seen the frozen

halls of fallen Czars and the land of the rising sun. I've been

caught up in triumph, failure and everything in between.

But I've had this school throughout: for better or for worse,

in sickness and in health. It's like a marriage ending after

four years of utter togetherness. We'll see each other less

and less, a correspondence now and then. But always the

m
The days were long and the hours grinding my mental axe

were tedious, as did hang the solemn sun and moon evering

shifting and exchanging glances between one another.

Feelings of inadequacy left behind from shattered and

tormented dreams spiral through my head as I reach for some

solace, alas knowing it will not be, a dry statement made
to wet the tongue of the individual horrors that follow me
slithers out. By chance I have met some like minded souls

whos minds did mold to form my entertainment, though

questionable be the word of the day. The gay butterfly does

nag incessantly, and the bull does pace snorting and tossing

his head from side to side in a uncordinated pace, the others

have just stred and made opinionated remarks about the

state of things wearing their blank faces, and if you've just

actually read that load of (), I would just like to say I had a

great time, I've gone to alot of schools and I thought an all

boys school would lack that special something, girls, but

without it I had a good time, thank you rugby team, thank

you locker thank you wonderful teachers, thank you lunch

ladies, and thank you Mr. Hannaford.

James Bradeen

Respect. Responsibility. Voice. Over the past ten years I

have learned what it truly means to be a Georgian. From

countless handshake lessons, to skits with Mr. Hannaford.

it has been a long and remarkable journey. Now that I

am graduating, I am proud to have been at St. George's

and feel that it has provided me with a strong educational

background that I look forward to expanding on. I would

like to thank my parents for sending me to the school and

for their never ending support. I would also like to thank

my buddies for making my time at this school such an

incredible experience. Finally, I would like to thank the

teachers of R.S.G.C, it's a great privilege to have been

taught by this amazing group of men and women.

I'm looking forward to what comes next, a new city, new
friends, new ideas.

Thank you, to everyone.

The (icoi'iiim



Gordon Bryant

Hello future me. If you are reading this, I am gone. I'm

in the past now. Just like your highschool experience. Just

remember: it was ail worth it in the end

Yours truly.

Past me

Peter Butler

Shout out to everyone who I'd be shouting out to. You

know who you are. Shout out to Game aka hurricane game

aka jayceon tayior aka chuck taylor aka cali kid. Its been a

good run at RSGC but I have to leave. Fm out peace.

Elliot Byrne

I have far too many people that 1 need to thank, and far too

little space to do so. First off, mom. thanks for listening,

for loving me no matter what, and for keeping me on

track. Dad, thanks for giving me my charisma, my humour

and most importantly my modesty. Ms. Ghoreshy. Mr.

Doerkson, Mrs. Kaye, Mr. Darcy, Ms. Somerville, there's

no way to thank you enough for what you've all done. To

all the ladies who have come and gone throughout my life,

thanks for making the journey that much more enjoyable.

Maddie, thanks for understanding, and for putting up with

me for so long. Alex, thanks for being the best listener, the

best talker, and the best breakfast buddy I could ask for.

Ray, the best kid on the planet, thanks for being there and

being you. Nigro, thanks for the good limes, and for keeping

me alive more times than 1 can remember. Mtincaster, my

first friend at RSGC, thanks for keeping me going. Kevin,

thanks for the laughs, we'll always have Rembrandtplein.

Schultz, for all the chats, and for even more advice. Tony,

for always saying the wrong thing and making it right. For

those I'll keep seeing, get ready, and for those I won't, I'll

miss you all like crazy.

1 began ni> Royal St. George's College career in grade

four; and ever since then I've learned and accomplished a

great deal. My expierence has taught me valuable lessons to

go on in life with. I just want to thank all my teachers and

especially my parents who helped me out all these years.

Thank you.



Robert Charter

Over the 8 years that I have attended RSGC I have had a

great time and learned a lot. I would like to thank everyone

in the RSGC cominunity for giving me the best schooling

experience possible. I have especially enjoyed my
participation in the multiple sports team that were available

to me. I would especially like to thank all my teachers that

have taught me through the years. All of you have helped

me immensely and allowed me to reach my academic

potential. I would like to give a special thank you to Mr.

Rankin for opening my eyes to the wonders of geography,

Mr. Schroder for making math enjoyable and arranging the

two golf trips, Mr. Lee for teaching a fantastic economics
course and Dr. Newton for staring up the baseball team. I

would like to thank Mr. Hannaford for being an excellent

headmaster and running the school incredibly well and wish
him luck in all his future endeavors. Finally, I would like to

thank all my fellow class mates for making my school years

as enjoyable as they could be.

David Clark

When I first came to RSGC in Grade 3, the older boys

seemed so big, and adult like. It seemed like a world away...

Now we are the "big boys" and it is our turn to say goodbye

to this chapter in our lives and embark on new journeys.

As a class we have had great times, and we have thousands

of memories that we will cherish as we begin to shape our

futures. RSGC has been a great experience, with great

friends, teachers and supporters along the way. Thank you
to all the teachers and parents that have spent to much time

shaping us into who we are today. Thanks to my parents for

sending me to such a great school, and to all the guys in the

graduating class of 2008 - you have made my time spent at

RSGC so much fun!

David Cochrane

The past four years at RSGC have been some of the greatest

years of my life. I couldn't possibly have had a better high

school experience. There have been so many amazing times

inside and outside these walls. I would like to thank my
family for their support over the years. I would also like to

thank all of the teachers and staff that have been involved in

my high school experience. I do appreciate everything you

taught me even if it didn't seem like it at the time! Finally,

I would like to thank my friends. You made RSGC what

it was. You were there through good times and bad and I

couldn't have done it with out you. I'll miss you RSGC.

The Georgian
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Andrew Fearon

I would really like to thank all of my teachers and athletic

coaches I have had over the past four years at Royal St.

(ieorge's College. I have had a great experience here and

learned a lot of things I will take with me to university next

year. I would also like to mention my parents and friends

lor always being there for me. Thank you all.

Take this for what it is. just another part of the ride.

James Dashwood Vincent DeAAarco

1 would like to thank all ni> teachers and friends for a great

linio at RSGC. It realU has been an amazinc 9 \ears which

It"s been 10 years since 1 first entered R.SGC as a 7 year

old grade 3 student. Since then there have been many trials

and tribulations, great times and bad. RSGC has been the

longest commitment that I've made in my life so far. and 1

will look back on it with pride and a smile. I'm going to miss

my classmates, the school grounds, and the atmosphere. 1

know that I will do well in my future endeavours thanks to

my experiences here.

"So long, and thanks for all the fish.'

(;r.,c/s 159
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Daniel Geneen

I would like to say thank you to all my teachers, Ms Wagar,
Mr. Van Herk and Mr. Hannaford for helping me all the

way through my time at RSGC. It ha.s been the best high

school experience of my life and I have benefited from
most things the school has to offer. And Neereet.

Spencer Giffin

I would like to thank all my teachers, friends, family for
supporting my high school career at RSGC. I had fun during
my four years at RSGC and would especially like to thank
my advisor for three of tho.se years, Ms. Ghoreshy, who
also taught me Grade 12 chemistry. I look forward to my
years ahead, but will also never forget my years at RSGC.

Jean-Nicolas Giroux

Thank you to my parents for giving me the opportunity to

attend RSGC. Thank you to all of the teachers who have
helped me through the past four years. Thanks to all of my
peers who have made RSGC one of the most memorable
experiences in my life. Finally, thank you Mr. Hannaford
for being the heart and soul of RSGC.

Ross Golding

My 8 years at RSGC flew by. I have enjoyed my time at

RSGC I don't think I could have picked a better school
to go to. 1 would like to thank all the teachers I have had
along the way for helping me get through high school. The
boys MR, MM, DG, PB that have made my stay at RSGC
such a fun one in school and out of school especially the

Dominican some good times. And lastly to my Mom, Dad
and my bro Kyle couldn't have done it with out you.

rfon Hajee

At first glimpse, I knew this school was right for me. I had
just moved across the equator, to a land that was foreign to

me, and wanted a school where I would be someone and
not just another number. 8 years at this school has taught

me a lot, but what resonates most in my mind is who I am.
Whether it was through trips like Squamish, or INTENSE
times during plays or the Fashion Show, RSGC has helped

to mold Irfan Hajee, and for that I am forever indebted.

To the many teachers who have been so understanding and
helpful, thank you. To the boys- what to say? There are too

many jokes to repeat, too many times to laugh about. 'We

have spent much of our lives together, through good and
great times. Starting as seventy individuals we have now
emerged a team of seventy. Take care of yourself boys, and
always remember that D-DAY was a success!



Chris Hammill Michael Hastings :k Minds

Normal people like to put thank yous in this thing, well I'm

going to go for upologies. To my teachers, I'm sorry you had

U) put up with my antics for the past six years, to my friends

I'm sorry for all the hours of frustration I've caused, and to

hII my teammates and coaches sorry for getting injured at

inopportune moments. By and large this has been quite a

journey, I've emerged a changed person, now I'm not sure

if this is a good thing yet, only time will tell. Next year I'm

oil to higger and better things but in my heart I will always

lie Georgian. So long and thanks for all the fish.

I would like to start of by thanking my parents for sending

me to RSGC, and for all their support throughout my four

years of high school. Coming downtown to RSGC was

the best thing I ever did - throughout my time at RSGC
I have made many new friends. I would also like to

thank all my teachers for their commitment. A particular

thanks go to my coaches and the Athletics Department. 1

have played on many RSGC teams - Soccer, Volleyball,

Hockey, and Golf. Thank you to Mr. Lee, Mr. Donnelly,

Mr. Schroeder, Mr. Algarvio, Mr. Fowler, Ms. Ghoreshy

and Mr. Ackley for the time spent coaching. I will always

remember the trips to Orlando, Prague, and Arizona to

play for RSGC.

"Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication" - Leonardo Da
Vinci

Oh... well...! guess. ..goodbye, and thanks. Thanks a lot.

It's been an amazing experience. Thanks for the many

great memories! Sting

Douglas Henderson

Ski Teain forever! Thanks to all my teachers, Mr. D'arcy

for spending 4 years with me. I loved all my years spent at

RSGC and I think this is the perfect way to leave it. Big Ups

to the Westend Crew. Last but not least I had some good

times with my twin sister as we tore Toronto apart! Thanks

to my parents.



Jordan Hydt

All ofmy most memorable experiences from high school all

come from being involved. RSGC has provided so many
amazing experiences. The ski team, OFFSA, lacrosse

team, Duke of Edinburgh, fashion show and of course my
experiences abroad. Traveling to Kenya, Tanzania, Peru

and Ecuador were life changing experiences that I will never

forget. Mr. Shum and Ms. Gryfe-Seeley thank you for all

your enthusiasm, encouragement and most of all inspiration

no matter where on the world we ended up. Thanks to

Ms. Girvan and Ms. Gledhill for all the amazing times on
the hill and Mr. D. Lee and Mr. Enfield for teaching me
the game of lacrosse. To all my teachers, thank you for

encouragement and dedication. I wish all my friends good
luck and fun in the years to come and remind everyone that

your future is only what you make of it.

Jinan Johnson

START.AT.DALE.this all happened more or less.hear

me now.midnight-animal house-nuff said.ohdoylerulez.

jedi mind-heavenly divine.im not going to bother thanking

anyone.JS.break bread with the enemy.stay neutral.CZECH
it out now.wolf in sheeps clothing.PS.don't walk around

naked in a glass house.hail to brother.RDB.IBTC.ziggy

zaggy.fight night.RH.is everybody in.nah b.lets wait.they

grow up so fast.im the leader of the pack plus im still in

a slum, I was built Ford tough im as real as they come.

CN.careful,theres a beverage here.the only thing I love

more then rsgc is myself.you 're scared, I gotta walk outta

here alone.desperado.DS.texas.ya dig.mtl-hali for hockey.

JD.hockey.pick it up likes it's a game.rugggers.le bobo.

push it to the limit.this is how we chill.keep it local.FDD.

white magic.black magic.don't like magic.man I gotta get

my soul right, gotta get these devils out my life.birdman.

will I even look back at this?those were the best days of my
life.BLACKOUT

dM
Doug Johnson

You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes.

You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. You're

on your own.

And you know what you know. You are the guy who'll

decide where to go. -Dr. Seuss

Thanks to my parents and friends who helped me meet

ends,

and to my sister and brothers who are greater than all

others.

My time at this school was pretty damn cool,

and without your support it would have been cut short.

The times are a' changin' and the future is ahead,

I'm reminded of a phrase "I'll sleep when I'm dead".

From Ahmek to Europe and all places between,

I can only hope that I've left my mark on the scene.

It has been a wild ride, and I have nothing to hide.

Spirit Days, dances, teams, clubs galore,

The great experiences piled up more and more

Bruised and battered along the path of life

I wish I could think of a word that rhymes with life.

A shoutout to HH, the Habs and the blues.

It was the perfect year for les glorieux to make front page

news.

To Dale, RD, DS, and those I didn't mention,

its time for me to go- thanks for paying attention.

The Ceoriiiun



Graeme Knowles

It seems so long ago that I was walking up the stairs to

Ketchum Hall, on my way to the New Boys breakfast in

grade 7. 1 have grown so much, come so far since I first

started attending RSGC. First I'd like to thank my friends-

ihe ones that stuck with me through it all. because God

knows I wouldn't have made it without them. The daily

visits to Steve's; the get togethers at Will's, these are the

things I will remember high school most for. My teachers

too have helped me tremendously- each and every one of

them, especially Father Donkin and Ms. Girvan. for each

helping me find myself and grow into the person I am

today. Scary to think that next year I will be gone, in a new

place with a new life, but whatever happens, I know I can

proudly say that I am a Georgian.

James Knowles

Oh RSGC
I'll never know the true secrets of 1 14 B!

DJ RANKIN never stop spitting hot fire!

"chowwwpy waters"

West End Boyz, its been sick!

GSP -08

Andrew Lahodynskyj
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Jeffrey Leavitt Simon Legge Michael Levine

I want to thank my parents for everything they've done for

me, how they pushed me to keep working through all the hard

times. I also want to thank all my friends who've been with

me for the last four years, it has been awesome, something

that I'll never forget regardless of where we end up in life.

Thanking the teachers that have helped me throughout my
four years at RSGC is necessary. Many teachers have given

me the benefit of the doubt, or given me many extra help

sessions. That will not be forgotten, and you've helped me
succeed in high school and that is extremely appreciated.

Thanks to everyone who has helped me in my high school

career and prepared me for my future.

I have spent my entire highschool career at RSGC. I have

had some amazing experiences and I would just like to

thank all my teachers who were always willing to give

me a helping hand whenever I needed it. I would also like

to thanks my parents for providing me with support and

always encouraged me to try my best. I would also like to

thank Mr. VanHerk for giving me advice and helping me
create my university applications. I will never forget my
time at RSGC.

RSGC has been my home away from home for four years

and they have been the best years of my life. I want to

thank my parents for their love and support as well as

paying my tuition because without them I would have never

experienced the "Georgian" way. To my classmates, thank

you for making everyday of high school unforgettable. To
my grad trip boys. Dr. Leatch, if it wasn't for your words

of wisdom I would never have graduated from high school.

Ms. Girvan, thank you for inspiring me to pursue a major

in Biology. Louisa, thank you for all your love and support,

you are my everything and I don't know what I'd do without

you. Finally, Mr. Hannaford, the best headmaster I will ever

have, I am sorry I parked on Albany even when you told me
not to. RSGC KNIGHTS!

Fhc Gi:(>r''km



Nikito Lukashov Grant MacFarl Colin MacNicol

Fresh on campus it's the Birdman Jr.

Money too long teachers put away ya rulers

Raw tune not a cartoon

No shirt, tattoos, and some walk wounds

I'm hot but the car cool

She wet that's a carpool

Been in that water since a youngin you just shark food

Quick Draw McGraw I went to art school

Yeah the lights is bright but I got a sharp views

Don't snooze

Been handling the game so long my thumb bruise

It's been a long but fun four years here with some good

and some bad times. I want to thank my family for

sending me here and for all their support along the way.

Also want to thank my teachers for putting up with me and

for all of their help over the years especially Ms. Girvan.

Mr. Farrar, Mr. Shum, Mr. Thornbury. Mr. Sarellas,

Mr. Rankin, and Mr. Reid. A special thanks to Mr. Van

Hark for all the help with University and making sure we

were going down the right track. Thanks to all my boys

for making high school fun and for all the memories as

well as the non-memories. From Sudbury to Montreal,

Squamish, DOMINICAN 08, Dances, Semis, New years,

Colin's house, Fridays after school. Formal and all the

good parties along the way... it's been a fun ride.

"Well, all I'm saying is that I want to look back and say

that I did I the best I could while I was stuck in this place.

Had as much fun as I could while I was stuck in this place.

Played as hard as I could while I was stuck in this place..."

- Dazed and Confused

Eight years, and it's finally over. I would just like to thank

my parents, of course, for giving me the opportunity to come

to a school like this. It was a great experience and I had a lot

of good times. My mom and my dad supported me through

the tough times, and I am very grateful for that. There were

a lot of great teachers I got to know along the way as well.

Looking back to grade 7 with Mr. Darvasi and my high

school years with Ms. Somerville, Dr. Leatch, Mr. Reid.

and Father Donkin. There were a lot of great teachers who

helped me get by. But there is no way I can forget my good

buddy Dale, our amazing custodial engineer. I've known

him since grade five, and he's a huge asset to the school

and makes everyone his pal. I hope everyone I graduate

with goes on and does great things, we all had some solid

times together, and this was an amazing grad year. Keep on

truckin boys.

I guess that's all I can say, peace RSGC!
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Mike Mallin <evin Morthinsen Geoffrey Martin

Six years of my life, gone. It's been six years since I

started at RSGC. It was definitely worth it. Through all the

omegas, zeners, and moles it has been a blast. The school

has changed a lot, but so have we all. But at the end of

the day, you're still working away, striving for perfection.

Then you wake up at 6:00 a.m. to do it all again. As I'm

writing this, there is about one true month of school left,

then I'm gone, and the only thing left of me at RSGC, will

be this quote and the memories of those I've worked with

in all that I've done.

So here's to us; the slackers, the perfectionists, the know-

it-alls, the normal people, and the slightly more eccentric

ones. Our time is at an end here, so thanks to everyone

(teachers included, and all of you too!) for making this a

good time.

The day you think that will never come has arrived all too

quickly. It seems like yesterday starting my first day at

St. George's in grade five. I have had many unforgettable

memories from this place that I will take away from the

eight years I have been at St. George's. Some memories

good; some bad, but all have been for the better. You never

realize how much a place means to you until it is gone, and

graduating is a bittersweet feeling. I am excited and eager to

take the next big steps of my life as an adult into university,

but I am also sad to be leaving the friends of my youth, and

growing up. There are a few teachers and staff who have

meant a lot to me during my time in high school and who
have influenced me greatly. Mrs. Kaye—thank you for your

time, support, and compassion; Dr. Newton—thank you for

your belief in my talents and supporting my passion for

acting; the beloved Mr. Holdsworth—thank you for being

my mentor and friend. To all my friends—thank you for the

memories, the laughs, and making the unbearable days here

bearable. "Get busy livin', or get busy dyin'."

Last couple of years at St. George's have gone by so quickly

but they've been great. Just want to thank all my teachers

over the years for all the time they've put in into helping

me get to where I am today. To all my coaches and Mr.

D'Arcy (RSGCBHL) for all the time and effort they put

in to my athletics here, thank you, because RSGC sports

made my high school experience what it was. Thank you to

my parents and step-parents, sisters and family for putting

up with me and helping me through school so far. Finally,

thank you to all my friends who've I met over the years at

RSGC. Friends who I will definitely remember and hope to

stay in touch with for the rest of my life.

"Try not to become a man of success, but a man of value'

- Albert Einstein

Tlic Gcoifihrn



John Mason

It 's been a good 4 years at RSGC. It went by pretty quickly.

Big thanks to all my teachers & friends - you're the best.

Fun times; Steeze bandits, Newschoolers, My ankles are

broke - ankles are broken, DJ Rankin, GSD, There's sand

in my bed, 6 Goo Goos, Ripulon, I'm all jacked up on green

tea. Snooze-hatch. Yeah Dude!

Thanks to everyone!

Peace!

Michael Mosotti

"There are big ships and small ships, but the best ship of

all is friendship." Very cheesy, but very true.

When I look back on RSGC I am not going to remember
failing my first test ever (Data - thanks Mr. Van Herk),

or reflecting on how impressive I was at skipping chapel,

but instead I am going to remember the times I had with

everyone.

Some memories:

Drama Monologues - Grade 9. One of the funniest

things I had even .seen was watching Rick Ross choke on
a monologue worth 20 percent of the final mark, pretty

much ending in tears.

Dog Sledding - Grade 10. I still laugh when I think about

puking on Rider's snow pants thanks to the delicious

perogie-sausage combo and then waking up to his anxious

cries for help, ending in blowing the whistle, twice.

Squamish - Grade 1 1. Sting's pillow, enough said.

Niagara Falls - Grade 1 1 . Do you like tea? Earl Grey.

Nice guru.

Grade 12 has been filthy. The year has flown by and I

can definitely say that I am going to miss the great times,

especially with my clo.se brosef's - RR, MR, PD, AM.

I wish everyone luck and I hope that the cunning secrecy

behind Spike's ploy to make billions is not uncovered by a

fraudulent scam resulting in a life sentence.

-Gogr\athews

2 years at RSGC went pretty fast. Through the

good times and the bad I'd Hke to thank my
family, friends and all of my teachers for helping

me along the way. There are so many memories
in such a short time from winning it all with the

Knights basketball team in grade 11, to ABA
on the weekends and some fun times in my
graduating year. I'd like to wish everyone in my
graduating class good luck in the future. It all felt

a bit short for me, arriving in grade 1 1, but in the

words of Dylan: "I'll learn my song well before

I start singing"

Don't ever change RSGC

Peace boys



MM
Robert McEwen

^iM
Andrew McMullen

It has been 6 years at Royal St. George's. As my high school

career winds down I am looking forward to moving on to

bigger and better things. Thanks to all the teachers that kept

it real. Ms. Girvan, Mr. D'Arcy, Dr. Newton, Mr. Rankin...

there's too many that come to mind. Also the teachers who
dedicated themselves to the golf trip: Mr. Schroeder, Mr.

Thombury, Mr. Ackley. Graduation is approaching no

doubt I'll miss the various crews we have formed over the

past few years. The slang everyone used will be lost, our

nicknames for each other were simply benign: Oz, T-Moo,
charzard. Guru, Slizard. Too bad it's coming to an end.

~GSD 08.

R.O.B. for lyfe. Stay hot RSGC.

homos Moore

It has been one decade at Royal St. George's. I think that is

a long time to spend anywhere. However, as my final year

winds down my feelings towards graduating from RSGC
are completely mixed. I find it hard to believe that ten years

has gone by so fast; I have done far too many great things

to remember them all. From the baseball team, the fashion

'

show, the clubs and the spirit days. So, I would like to thank

my friends, teachers, coaches and parents. Mr. Jamieson,

Ms. Somerville. Doc Newton #9, Mr. Sarellas, Ms. Girvan,

Mr. Stevens, DJ/Coach Rankin #16, Ms. Nosworthy, Dr.

Leatch, Buddy Dale, Ms. Miller and so many others. Thank

you to my parents for keeping me going. Thanks, to all of

the graduating class for such an awesome year and all the

fun times. To all my homboiis from the west side, holdin it

down trying to make a ducket, wheelin shortys in the parks

eerday. Unforgivable.

GSD '08
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iam Mountain

After 6 seemingly long and drawn out years at RSGC, it

has come time for me to write my grad "blurb". Now I am
not one of the students who write gushy and loving grad

quotes thanking every person in their lives a million times

more than necessary, but rather give gratitude where it is

due. To Mr. Darvasi to my multiple teachers this year (you

know who you are), I would like to thank you so much for

teaching me most of what I know (wikipedia did the rest). If

you want more thanking of teachers, you can probably look

around this, and you"ll find exactly what you want.

In my e.xperience here at RSGC, my friends have played a

huge role in helping me along with high school and keeping

me sane for these four stressful years in my life, and they

are the ones who will make RSGC so memorable in my
mind. Here is what will remind me of them for the more
stressful years to come:

G.B: "AHM NAM NAM NAM"/ "What if a person

managed to tlatulate inside-out?"

G.K: "DUDE WEREON INDIAN RD.!!!"

O.B: "It's not MY FAULT .she went to jail!!!"

J.H: *suck*

J.D:"B.A.F.N!!!"

A.L: "Whatever..."

J.B: Whatever is said in my basement stays in my
basement... sorry Jacob.

M.B: "GOL- TEEF FO 'ERRBADAY"
M.M: "The experience was good, at least Fm not al home
pla> ing video games or doing homework..."

P.S: Thanks mom, dad, and Adrienne for the whole...

family and paying for me thing...

Matthew Muncaster

Come gather 'round people

Wherever you roam

And admit that the waters

Around you have grown

And accept it that soon

You'll be drenched to the bone.

If your time to you

Is worth savin"

Then you better start swimmin'

Or you'll sink like a stone

For the times they are a-changin'.

Come writers and critics

Who prophesize with your pen

And keep your eyes wide

The chance won't come again

And don't speak too soon

For the wheel's still in spin

And there's no tellin' who
That it's namin'.

For the loser now
Will be later to win

Alexis Nigro

Thank you to my parents for giving me the

opportunity to attend RSGC. Thank you to all

of the teachers who have helped me through the

past four years. Thanks to all of my peers who
have made RSGC one of the most memorable

experiences in my life. Finally, thank you Mr.

Hannaford for being the heart and soul of RSGC.



Geoffrey Osborne

I want to thank EVERYONE for all their help, because I

am the laziest person ever, and if it weren't for my family,

teachers, and friends nagging, and sometimes hurting me,
I wouldn't have passed high school. I was dropped on my
head as a child, mal-nurished, and lived off turpentine. More
importantly, everything funny I can think of: Kmart almost

broke my nose/Memer's amp broke/Le BOBO/Robbie
kept falling down the hillAThe Pulk slid into my backA"he
Ornish man/PAPA ALBANIA/ Nikita's Mullet/The Russia
vs England skitA'EA BROO!/Lord Rankin's back alley

"clinic"AVhat the hell is transcription/OSBORNE YOU
RIPPED OFF MY SCABIA^INSH SHAVE YOURSHELF
GUYSHAVhat do you mean I don't have the right to

chirp you/There's sand in my bed, it's everywhere !/Sorry

you haven't been wheelin bitties on the beach like me/
Mustardman/Glifford/I don't Ker, Chikn samich and waffle
fries/KEEP STEPPIN! B's UP!/DiE sLoW/Call me later/

Big tasty/Burger fry-4 fingers/Cochrane on Duke of Ed/
Hoodrats spitting. I want a piece of the Fortune Burger.

homos Pepper

School stinks, but we all get through it. Work's hard, but

we all get through it. Meetings are boring, but we all sleep

through it. All we want to do is get to the weekend.

But on that Monday morning in the Grad room, it's all

worth it.

Writer's and discussions in Ms. Somerville's, singing in Mr.
Jamieson's, Rugby with J-Don and the big man, chilling in

Ms. Kaye's, Philosophical wars with Mr. Reid, Girvan's

Enviro Club, King Leatch, God Rankin, and of course.

Rock Climbing with the Shumster. All of these little things

just make waking up at 6 in the morning on five hours sleep

worth it.

And that's just the teachers.

I'd list every one who has been a key part to RSGC but I

don't have the space.. Without you guys there would be
no RSGC. There would be no assemblies, no ball hockey
(roughNECKS!), no Fashion Show, no memories of
this school. Drew, Elliot, Schultz, Gasparini, Deguerre,

Muncaster, and everyone else, I'm going to miss you all,

but hey, I'll see you all again in a couple years at the Old
Boys Dinner.

Adorn Phillip;

The past 9 years at RSGC have been so great. To my fam.

Mom.Dad. Ally.Hayden.BrigittoLove you guys. To my
friends» RSGC CREW»MSLM SHRED CREW»SML
CREW»COTTAGE CREW»FASHION SHOW
CREW« to all the teachers who have made time spent at

this school as great as it can be. I feel ready for whatever the

future has in store. All the memories. GSD 2008. fLIPPIN
EPIC.Fashion show. WHISTLER grad trip..SQUAMPTON
BC trip, mug machine., good times..

LIVE.LOVE.LAUGH.

be polite and say thankyou everyday»> Surround yourself

with amazing people»>Do what you love and love what
you do.

"remind yourself., nobody built like you, you design

yourself."

-BIG

Here is to the future.

ONE love.

7 /7c' Gc<>r>:i:in



Ian Pinnington

I came to RSGC in Grade 7 and have made many friends

and memories that won't easily be forgotten. Thanks to

my parents, sisters, teachers and coaches who have helped

me and guided me over the years. To all the boys, we've

had some amazing times that we'll remember many years

from now...grad trip, basement. This schools been a big

part of my life and I'm thankful for the time I've spent

here.

mk
Matfhew Rider

I would like to say thanks to my parents, friends, and
teachers who helped me to get through 4 great years at

RSGC. A.M. P.D. M.K, M.M, I.C, D.G. r'^G, Z.B good
times, good limes. But on a serious note, it has been a great

4 >ears al R.SGC; from dog sledding to Squamish it always
has been a good lime. And now that I am leaving. I am
sad to be leaving the RSGC community, but I will always
consider myself a Georcian.

i
James Schultz

Through this school. I've learned many things. How to be

tough. How to be sensitive. How to be real, and how to be

fake. The experiences I've had will stay with me for the

rest of my life, and for that, I thank everyone. It's been one

Matt "̂lew rang

Michael Sherman

My time at RSGC has been one with many ups and downs.
I've had some amazing memories here and for the most
part a great time. From my Grade 7 teacher Mr. Darvasi to

such Grade 1 2 teachers as Dr. Newton. Mr. Rankin, and Dr.

Leatch. I've always liked the teachers here. Thanks a lot

guys. Thanks to everyone at RSGC that ever coached me.
You guys were all awesome. And of cour.se my classmates

were all a bunch of sick guys. I couldn't imagine a more
solid group of boys.

I'm pretty excited to get out of here and off to bigger things.

I believe I will be attending Guelph next year and hopefully

I will enjoy it. Thanks again everyone. See you at the alumni

get togethers.



m
James Sopik

The last 6 years at RSGC have been a lot of fun and I would

like to thank a bunch of people for making it what it was. I

guess I should thank my parents first for sending me to this

school and for being pretty legit throughout high school.

Also much love to my bros and sisters who are pretty cool

to always have around.

Some of the world's sickest people teach at this school

including Leatch, Somerville, Reid, Sarellas, Rankin,

Donnelly, and I would really like to thank them and the rest

of my teachers for being cool about work, chilling in class,

etc.. You guys helped me out so much and I can't express

how grateful I am.

And finally I have to shout out to my buddies who are

the most legit and who really made going to an all guys
school more fun than it should be ( pete, pinners, ccccs,

toid, unt, chrons, rg. mride, bj, betch, tk, ozzy, dg, b-rad ).

You guys made school fun and the weekends even more
fun. Grad Trip, bball (aka. U13, i.e. unreal team), pinner's

basement (aka my crib), all good times... hope there are

many more...

^M
Adrian Tkach .award Younger

UNT CARES.

The years have gone by so fast and I have had so many great

experiences. The teachers have done a great job of getting

me through high school (All hail the great Mr.Viljoen) and

my coaches on all the teams have been amazing! The trips

and time spent with friends in and out of school have been

unforgettable. Some great memories:

• RSGC Fashion show + AP
• Joe Boxer scene

• Animal House

• Squamish

• Winning gold in Varsity Volleyball

• Montreal BBall trips

• Pumping Iron with Mr. Sarrellas the Rock
• My birthday and Kevin's "A-hee- HEE"

Thank you all so much for giving me an amazing six

years!

I he GcKrauu)
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Thomas Moore

Hunter Blair

James Bradeen

David Clark

Vincent DiMarco

Daniel Geneen
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Soccer MIP Mckenzie Rich

Edward Assaf MVP Soccer Award (MVP) Geoff Osborne

Volleyball MIP Paolo Griftin

Sr. Volleyball MVP Ian Pinnington

Michael Hastings

Ski MIP RobMcEwen
Trusler Ski Trophy (MVP) John Mason

Basketball MIP Daniel Krawcyk

Lomax Memorial Basketball Award Ian Pinnington

Sr, Basketball MVP James Sopik

Hockey MIP Andrew Lawson

Sr. Hockey J.W. McMaster Trophy (MVP) Ian CuiTy

Badminton MIP Adrian Steen

Badminton David Reeser Award (MVP) Ross Golding

Peter Butler

Golf MIP JD Murray

Golf MVP Michael Hastings

Rugby MIP Alex Schwass

Rugby MVP Ian Pinnington

Judo MIP James Kruk

Judo MVP Ryan Lapschies

Track & Field MIP Peter Ng
Track & Field R.K. Fraser Trophy (MVP) Leo Hicks

Baseball MIP Tyler Day
Baseball Bill Wilson Trophy (MVP) Robbie Charter

Lacrosse MVP James Gagne

J.S. Robinson Trophy Andrew Irwin

(Grade 9 Most Successful Athlete)

A.C. Tudhope Trophy Jonathan Pepper

(Grade 10/1 1 Most Successful Athlete)

J.S. Housser Trophy Ian Pinnington

(Senior School Most Successful Athlete)
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As most of you know, my name is Ian Pinnington and

I have been one of the sports prefects for this year,

along with Eddie Younger. I would like to start by

saying that none of this and none of the achievements

being rewarded tonight would be possible without the

guidance of our Phys. Ed staff and the many teachers

who dedicate their time to athletics.

I came to RSGC in Grade 7, and was nervous, but eager

to get involved in athletics. To be honest I questioned

how this school could put together so many strong

teams with the resources it lacks. But. I quickly learned

what this school lack.s physically it makes up for with

the spirit and support shown by the entire community

towards all aspects of athletics. Along with keeping

me busy, participating in sports throughout my time

at RSGC has always given me a chance to get away

from the daily routine of school work and take part in

something that I looked forward to. Having multiple

late practices and games each week forced mc to teach

myself how to organize and prioritize my work.

I have learned so much from playing on many different

teams and being lead by many great different coaches...

the most profoimd impact probably coming from

Mr. Evans repetitive yelling at the u-13 basketball team. From the basics such as leadership, discipline, dedication and

organization or more general ideas that can be applied on a broader spectrum such as relying on strengths of others to support

your weaknesses while at the same time supporting others with what you do best. The many coaches at RSGC have always

strongly emphasized sportsmanship as well as the value of healthy competition and 1 think these are two distinctive lessons

I, and many others, have taken away from this .school. (Even though we all get caught up in the moment sometimes).

Those who participate in sports can only relate to the experience of bonding as a team, whether it be during 7am basketball

practices or a road trip to Montreal, although it sounds cheesy, being on a team strengthens friendships, and if you look at our

grade 12 class it is obvious this is true. Participating in two championships this year both of my coaches told ine the same

thing before each game, you will remember this moment for the rest of your life. The inost memorable moments 1 will take

away from this school undoubtedly will come from athletics, whether it is on a rainy rugby pitch or just in the gym shooting

around at lunch Athletics have been such a vital part of my time here and I encourage those who are not graduating to be

as active as you can, whether it is in sports or not. Our school is often underestimated, but our true passion shows through

when we set out to prove our opponents wrong and come together as a community even if we don't end up on top. The

achievements you will hear about or have already heard about are examples of this.

It's amazing to think that despite having no Held, a gym that almost froze over this year, and a very small student population

that we can consistently produce competitive teams year after year. Now just think about what this school wdl be capable

of in the future.
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Grade 3 Award

Grade 4 Award

Grasle> Award . Grade 5 Award

CD. Hay Award. Grade 6 Award

Scott Kovas Award . Grade 7 Award

Junior Music Award

J.B.E. Garstang Award. English

Mathematics Award

French Award

St. George's Society Award

Science Award

Leigh McCarthy Gossage Award. Acting

John R. Latimer Award. Public Speaking

Leslie Taylor Award. Most Improved Chorister

Georgian Parents' Guild Most Improved

Instrumentalist Award
Georgian Parents" Guild Best Instrumentalist

Award
John D. Allen Religious Award

John L. Bradley Award. Best Chorister

John Birkett Art Award
Max Denis Community Service Award

Awarded to the boy who made a significant

contribution in the area ofcommunity ser\'ice. -

the $100 award has been donated to the charity

of choice: MEDICN SANS FRONTIERES/
DR.S WITHOUTBORDERS

Everett Redfern

Nicholas Webster

Gregory Bateman

Shawn Wu
Michael Kryshtalskyj

Anthony Lisi

Louis Vassos

Mao Yamanaka

Scott Knowles

Zachary Crooks

Scott Knowles

Louis Vassos

Michael Baldanza

Scott Knowles

Tuan Nguyen

Mao Yamanaka

Anthony Mariano

Isaac Chein

Graham Davies

Michael Saunders

Michael Baldanza





Visual Art

Juniro An Award Jaipal Singh

Choral Music

Grade 9 Choral Award Jonathan Pepper

Max Ingram

Grade 10 Choral Award Brendan Lee

Grade 1 1 Choral Award Thomas Pepper

Drama

Spotlight Award for Stage Management Alexis Nigro

Best Supporting Actor Award Kevin Marthinsen

Grade 9 Drama Award David Perl

Instrumental Music

Junior Music Award Tiago Viera

Inlemiediate Music Award Will Mountain

Business

Grade 1 1 Business Award

Computer Science

Computer Engineering Award

Computer Science Intermediate Award

English

Grade 9 English Award

Grade 10 English Award

Grade 1 1 English Award

Grade 1 1 Public Speaking Award

Grography & Politics

Grade 9 Canadian Geography Award
Grade 10 "Great Geography Challenge" Contest Winner

Grade 10/1 1 Physical Geography

Grade 1 1/12 Geomatics

Grade 10 Civics

Grade 1 1 Politics

History & Classical Studies

Grade 10 Latin Award

Grade 10 Canadian History

Grade 1 1 American History

Grade 1 1 World History

Grade 1 1 Law
Grade 1 1 World Religion

Math
Pythagorean Award (Hardest Working Grade 9 Math Student)

Grade 9 Math Award
Grade 9 Enriched Math Award

Grade 10 Math Award
Grade 10 Enriched Math Award

David Cochrane

Michael Mallin

Oliver Blake

Chris Hainmill /Andrew McMullen

Mark Kr) shtalskyj

Nigel Schwartz

Ian Pinnington

James Schultz

Alexis Nigro

Mark lvr\ shtalskyj

Corey Trinetti

Alex Samworth

Jack Hinds

Alex Samworth

Alexis Nigro

Charles Deacon

Nigel Schwartz

Grant MacFarlane

Spencer Griffin

Geoffrey Osborne

Chris Hammill

Sam Dyson

Wilson Waterman

Mark Kryshtalskyj

Eraser MacDonald / Chris Bass

Rothman Nc

Senior Schoo
Proficienq^ Awards

The Georgian



Grade I I Math Award Grani MacFarlanc

Grade 1 1 Enriched Math Award Ian Pinninglon

Modem Languages

Grade 10 Spanish Award

Grade 1 1 Spanish Award

Grade 9 French Language Award

Grade 10 French Language Award

Grade 1 1 French Language Award

Grade 9 French Literature Award

Grade 10 French Literature Award

Grade 1 1 French Literature Award

Theodore Miloservic

Irt'an Hajee

Owen Evans

Theodore Miloservic

Matthew Pang

Mark Kr)shtalskyj

Chuck Burger

Thomas Pepper

Physical Education

Grade 9 Physical Education Award Mark Kryshtulskyj / James Reble

Grade 10 Physical Education Award Chuck Burger

Grade 1 1 Physical Education Award Steven Betchemian / Ian Pinnington

iHilX

Science

Grade 9 Science Award

Grade 1 Science Award

Grade 1 1 Chemistry Award

Grade 1 1 Physics Award

Grade 1 1 Biology

Greade 1 1 Earth & Space Science

The Stuart Wairen Memorial Award

Presented in niettiory of Stuart Warren, to a student entering the

graduating class who exemplifies the qualities of Stuart, and by all

accounts was a true Georgian.

MacLennan Robinson Scholarship

Awarded in memory of Da\'id N. MacLennan and John"Robbie"

Robinson. Awarded to the student in grade who meets current

RSGC academic standards, is involved in a variety of extra curricular

activities, and judged to be well liked by his peers.

The Andrew Drillis Award

Given in memory of Andrew Drillis. who was tragically killed after

his grade 1 2 year. This award is presented to the student who has great

enthusiasm for the school's extra curricular program.

The Carol Lucas Memorial Award

Awarded in memory of Carol Lucas: a longtime parent, guild member

and friend of RSGC. This award is presented annually to the student

entering his graduating year and who is considered to be a true

ambassador of the College.

The Headinaster's Medal

The Founder's Medal

The Chairman's Medal

The Colgate Book Award

Presented annually to a student in grade 1 1 who has achieved high

academic distinction while exhibiting a particular skill in public

.speaking and/or cream c or journalistic writing.

Mark Kryshlalskyj

Mark Mitchell

Nigel Schwartz

Ian Pinnington

Jeffrey Leavitt

Andrew McMullen

Edward Younger

Ian Pinnington

Matthew Azevedo

Irfan Hajee

Jack Hinds

Mark Kr>shtaiskyj

Nigel Schwartz

Ian Pinninglon

Ian Pinnington
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T-Bu Grieve Senior Art Award Ian Pinnini;Uin

Business

Grade 12 Accounting Award David Cochrane

Grade 1 2 Economics Award Ian Pinnington

Instrumental Music

Senior Music Award Will Mountain

Computer Science

Honorary Assistant Depl. Head Award Mike Mallin

Drama

Holdsworth/Tarragon Prize Jacob Bourque

Most Improved Actor Award James Schultz

Best Actor Award Kevin Marthinsen

English

John Kerr Senior English Award Chris Hammill

Alexis Nigro

James Appel Writing Award Gordon Bryant

The Arthur Peglar Cup Alexis Nigro

The John R. Latimer Public Speaking Award Chris Hammill

Geography & Politics

Grade 12 Canadian & World Issues Award Michael Levine

Grade 1 1/12 Geomatics Michael Masotti

Grade 12 AP Human Geography Jack Hinds

History & Classical Studies

Grade 12 World History Zack Burashko

Grade 12 AP European History Matthew Azevedo

Grade 12 Canadian History Ian Curry

Grade 12 Classical Civilizations Vincent DeMarco

Grade 1 2 Philosophy Vincent DeMarco

Math

Jock Armitage Senior Math Prize Andrew McMullen

Grade 12 Data Management David Cochrane

Grade 12 Advanced Functions Andrew McMullen

Grade 12 Calculus & Vectors Jeffrey Leavitt

Grade 12 AP Calculus Matthew Pang

Modern Languages

Grade 12 French Language Award Marc Biouin

Grade 1 2 Spanish Steven Betcherman

Physical Education

Grade 12 Exercise Science Award Geoffrey Osborne

Religious

Acolyte Award Chris Hammill

Robert Bradley Graeme Knowles

Graduation:
Class of 2008
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Science

Grade 12 Chemistry Award

Grade 12 Biology Award

Grade 12 Ph\sics

Wlieeler Cup (0\erall Science)

Andrew McMulien

Andrew McMulien

Andrew McMulien

Andrew McMulien

The Wynn Butterworth Award Doug Johnson

Donated by Mr. & Mrs. Eric Butternonb. parents of Wynn.

/irst Head Prefect ofRSGC and awarded annually to the

Head Prefect of the current year.

The J.L. Bradley Award Matthew A.!evedo / Thomas Pepper

To the person uho makes the greatest contribution to the

RSGC music program.

The Robert Bradle\ Memorial Award Graeme Knowles

To the senior school student who has continued to ser\'e

faithfully the Church.

The Guild Trophy Jeffrey Leavitt

Donated by the Georgian Parent's Guild to the hoy who is

outstanding in character, games, and .'Scholarship.

The Marion McDowell Trophy Ian Pinninglon

To the boy who has demonstrated the greatest all-round

contribution in scholarship, department and sports.

The von Teichman Award Douglas Henderson

to a member of the graduating class who. throughout

bis career at RSGC has achieved substantial academic

improvement while exemplifying the Georgian spirit through

leadership, participation and civility.

The Berry Pepper Memorial Award Jack Hinds

In memory of Barry Pepper who was a parent, long time

Board member and ardent supporter of the school. It is

given to a member of the graduating class to support his

educational ambitions. The recipient will e\cel academically.

and through his achievements, will have enhanced the

reputation of the College.

The Georgian Spirit Award Doug Johnson

To recognize and foster within the student body those

qualities such as concern, participation, accomplishment,

pride and leadership that are a part of the Geoigian spirit.

The Governor's General Medal Ian Pinninglon — 94.5%

Awarded to the graduating student who has achieved the

highest academic standing.

The Chairman's Medal Jordaii Hyde

Presented by the Chairman of the Board to the boy in

the Senior Form who excels in integrity, dependability,

resourcefuhiess and initiative.

The J.L. Wright Medal

Awarded to the boy/man who best exemplilies the motto

Manners Maketh Men. This award was donated to RSGC in

I97S in tribute to our Headmaster Emeritus. Mr Jack Wright.

who was the first recipient in the year of his retirement.

Matthew A/.evedo
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Hal Hannaford

Headmaster's Graduation Address

A few w eeks ago. during the final full

school e\ ensong 1 made the feeble

attempt of tn ing to explain \\ hat

god means to me. I am not sure whom I was

tr\ ing to kid hut if you recall I ended with the

conclusion that in my opinion god wants us

all to e\olve as people. That my duty to god

(pietate) was not to worry about the zillions

of mistakes I have made and will continue to

make but to make ever\- attempt to become

a better person through an understanding of

the mistakes I do make.

Members of the board and Georgian parents

Guild, esteemed colleagues, parents, guests.

and most importantly the class of '08...

I also made the point that the concept of

god is impossible to define because it is so

personal but it should never be taken for

granted.

Which all leads to another concept that is

even more personal and one we should never

take for granted... Georgian... as if you

haven't heard this time and time again... and

don't worr) gentlemen... I am not going to

go through mission statements, objectives,

codes, guarantees, mottos, credos, or

handshake lessons... I have done enough

of that over the past twelve years... but for

anyone who listens I have consistently made
the plea that Georgian happens to be one term

that we should never define. A definition

is just too incomplete. Not as ominous as

trying to define god... but it's not far off.

Georgian is a feeling, a culture, it begins with

the heart, it creates an aura, it is mystical,

spiritual, emotional, thorough, and above all

it is unique... unique to you. If there were a

legacy we would all want to leave it would

be that each and every one of you is proud

to call yourself a Georgian. 'What school did

you go to? The answer is not.,.RSGC...the

answer is...l am a Georgian. You all know

what it means...! don't have to define it.

This past year, with the huge help from RSGC
parent Brett Knowles. whose son Graeme

is graduating this year, we undertook to

complete a strategic mapping process. It was

incredibly e.xciting but the hiehlieht to me
was the fact that we clearly

definedourmission. . . RSGC
is dedicated to developing

life-long Georgians. 'What

an amazing vision.

Gentlemen... you are

Georgians. It is now up to

you to define just how this

concept will be of value to

you in your life. And please

don't underestimate how
valuable it can be.

Let me provide you with

three ideas as you head on

your way... three ideas, which I believe,

embrace the Georgian ideal...

Georgians are kind. Each year I promise my
wife Susan I will make a plea to the grads to

be kind... so from Susan... be kind. Of course

that flows from our founding headmaster

Jack Wright and his conviction that manners

maketh men. There is no argument: you want

to gain a competitive advantage, embrace

kindness and manners. Make these attitudes

a part of your life mission.

Georgians believe in possibilities. As my
predecessor John Larimer would say, don't

just be good... be great... and you are!

Anything is possible and with all you have

accomplished you should know that by

now.

Finally, and I admit my favorite...Georgians

are cool. I can't forgo the oppoilunity to

bring my passion for the blues into my final

eraduation address. The Yoruba culture

in western Africa has a

word for cool...itutu and

it means: connected with

your own inner divinity.

Georgians know who

they are and are totally

accepting of their strengths

and weaknesses. Georgians

hug their moms and dads,

\alue their friendships and

realize friendships take a

lot of work, (incidentally

that is the value of a boys'

education), they say please

and thank you a lot, they

know the value of gratitude, believe in

self-respect as the genesis to creating a

legitiinate feeling of respect... in short they

are connected with their inner divinity. And
that my friends is really cool.

So it's over. We have done our best to adhere

to our mission and to prepare you for your

next adventure. Just don't forget your roots.

And here are two final requests... please

don't forget your parents. Through the ups.

downs, miscommunications, angst, stress,

emotional outbursts, misunderstandings,

heated discussion...throughout all this,

there has been one constant. And that is

their unwavering and unconditional love.

Gentlemen, you are going to need your

parents more than ever. Please don't take

theiTi for granted.

And... don't forget each other. I have

watched your class grow closer and closer

with each passing year. The friendships are

strong but friendships need a lot of work and

commitment if they are going to survive. It's

not easy being a good friend but worth every

bit of effort.

Finally, Janet Somerville passed along

the following quote from an address to a

graduating class...

"When you leave this place, as you will in

a couple of hours or so. be sure to come

back. Coming back is the thing that enables

you to see how all the dots in your life are

connected, how one decision leads you to

another, how one twist of fate, good or bad,

brings you to a door and later takes you

to another door, which, aided b\ several

detours-long hallways and unforeseen

stairwells-eventually puts you in the place

you are now."

Scientate pietate - knowledge and duty to

god... remember you are Georgians...now

go forth and make us look good. And for

what it's worth I really do love you guys.

Goodbye, good luck and God bless.
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Doug Johnson

Head Prefect

A few years ago. as the whole

school piled in here on a Friday

afternoon for evensong, Father

Donkin stood up and spoke about a graduate

who came into the Chapel on his own time,

alone, to reflect on the years he'd spent at

RSGC. I bring this up because in a sense,

this is what we are doing here tonight.

We are here to reminisce about our time

spent at St. George's and to celebrate the

accomplishments that this graduating class

has achieved. OFSAA champions in skiing,

rugby silver medalists, the resurrection of

The Grifter, and even the first RSGC hockey

team to play in Europe.

I bring up the hockey team's trip to Europe

because it was there that I learned a very

important lesson. After a pounding on the

scoreboard, and with the penalties mounting,

we returned to the dressing room for the

second intermission. Tempers were flaring,

spirit were low, and not many positive things

were being said in that dressing room. Mr.

Lee entered the room and quickly reminded

us that, at times in our lives such as this,

what matters isn't who scores the goals, gets

the penalties or whether we win the game.

It's about the EXPERIENCE. 'We're a high

school hockey team, we're 16 and 17 years

old, and we're in Europe! 5, 10, 20 years

down the road, we're not going to remember

the small details. We're going to remember

the fun we had off the ice, bonding with the

team.

I realize, standing here today, Mr. Lee's

words not only applied to that hockey trip,

but also to the last four years of our Hves.

As we enter the next stages of our lives, we

won't remember the small details about high

school; we won't recall our test scores, our

house points, or even our report card marks.

What we will remember, what we SHOULD
remember, are the more

personal aspects of our time

spent at RSGC. Instead

of dwelling on the small

stuff, we should think about

the spirit days, the clubs,

the team trips. Ten years

into the future we won't

remember our grade 12

calculus test marks, but we

will remember Mr. Schroder

circling Doug Henderson's

math "'preference" on the

white board, Geoff Osborne

bringing his horse to the

Terry Fox Run, and more recently- our Grad

Prank this year, throwing waterballoons

off of the school at the students and Mr.

£.



You may be glad that it is finally aver,
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But this is just the end of the beginning
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